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ABSTRACT

KEYWORDS

Recommender systems (RS) are on the rise in many domains. While
they ofer great promises, they also raise concerns: lack of transparency, reduction of diversity, little to no user control. In this
paper, we align with the normative turn in computer science which
scrutinizes the ethical and societal implications of RS. We focus
and elaborate on the concept of user control because that mitigates
multiple problems at once. Taking the news industry as our domain, we conducted four focus groups, or moderated think-aloud
sessions, with Dutch news readers (N=21) to systematically study
how people evaluate diferent control mechanisms (at the input,
process, and output phase) in a News Recommender Prototype
(NRP). While these mechanisms are sometimes met with distrust
about the actual control they ofer, we found that an intelligible user
profle (including reading history and fexible preferences settings),
coupled with possibilities to infuence the recommendation algorithms is highly valued, especially when these control mechanisms
can be operated in relation to achieving personal goals. By bringing
(future) users’ perspectives to the fore, this paper contributes to a
richer understanding of why and how to design for user control in
recommender systems.
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INTRODUCTION

Algorithmic recommender systems (RS) play an important role in
contemporary societies. In domains as diverse as commerce, leisure
and news, RS are deployed to help consumers deal with an overload
of content by providing personalized suggestions. Also, RS help
content providers to increase user engagement and thus boost revenues [41]. RS have thus great promise, but also raise concerns. The
most prevalent one is that RS create “flter bubbles” [37], isolating
people from a diversity of contents and viewpoints [13, 19]. While
this concern plays a pivotal role in public debates, current research
is much more ambivalent about the restrictive efects of RS [14],
and all obviously depends on how they are optimized. Filter bubble
concerns notwithstanding, there is a clear lack of transparency
about the workings and objectives of RS [4, 45, 47], they generally
allow for little accountability [9], and ofer users few ways to direct
or correct RS [15].
These concerns do not stand alone, but are situated in broader
public discussions about the ethical and societal implications of the
rise of algorithms and Big Data, and appropriate legal and policy
frameworks to govern them [3, 27, 36, 49]. Increasingly, issues of
fairness, accountability, transparency, and ethics in socio-technical
systems become part of computer science research questions and
communities (FAT*/FATREC conferences). In this paper, we align
with that normative turn by exploring the concept of user control
in RS, defned here as having direct efects on recommendations.
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We contend that enhancing user control mitigates multiple problems at once, and adds to the individual and societal value of RS.
Besides empowering users to make RS more responsive to their interests, needs and aspirations [11, 29], it simultaneously requires RS
to be (more) transparent and explainable [17, 21]. This makes users
not only more satisfed [16, 38], and trustful of RS [11], they are
also activated to explore beyond their known interests [5], which
increases the diversity of recommended contents [19], and lessens
algorithmically induced blind spots, or flter bubbles [15]. It could
even be that the mere possibility to control RS will already take
away most concerns. In short, enhancing user control can help
improve many issues associated with RS.
Although existing empirical studies of user control in RS [17, 21]
are a good base to build on, they generally do not ofer a systematic
analysis of a wider range of control mechanisms. Moreover, since
they are quantitative in design, they focus less on the meanings,
interpretations and complexities of users. However, when thinking
about why and how to design for more user control in RS, it is
important to better understand such concerns, motivations and
aspirations in all their nuance [11]. In this study, we therefore set
out to qualitatively answer the following research question: how do
people evaluate diferent control mechanisms in news RS,
which ones do they prefer, and why? We focus on the news
context because the ethical and societal ramifcations of RS are
most salient here: being (unknowingly) excluded from some types
of shoes is diferent from some forms of information, as having a
diverse and broad range of contents and viewpoints is considered
necessary to participate in democracy [18].
We conducted four focus groups, or moderated, think-aloud sessions, with Dutch news readers (N = 21) in which we collectively
reviewed and interacted with diferent control mechanisms in a
News Recommender Prototype (NRP). We distinguish three phases
of user control (input; recommender algorithms; the output)[17, 21],
and built three distinct control mechanisms accordingly. We systematically asked users about their opinions of these mechanisms.
Such qualitative focus groups are geared towards bringing diverse
positions to the foreground in much empirical detail, which future
quantitative studies can test across broader populations [35]. By
showing contemporary concerns and desires, this approach makes
it possible for scholars, designers and policy makers to delve into
the lifeworlds of users/citizens and incorporate that in future products and regulations [11]. This paper contributes as such to a richer
understanding of why and how to design for user control in RS
and ofers concrete ways to mitigate the concerns associated with
them.

Three comprehensive reviews on the current state of the art
of interactive RS show how scholars and practitioners have tried
to give users more control possibilities in research and real-life
settings [17, 21, 24](For the SOTA of news recommenders, see [26]).
They identify three diferent phases in the recommendation process where interaction/control could happen: input (or preference
elicitation), process (algorithmic computation), output (presentation of the results). While these are not exhaustive of all control
mechanisms, they do form a good analytical start for this study.
Input Most RS use implicit user feedback to infer people’s
preferences, but one could also let people themselves indicate preferences on (static/relative) user profle forms [21]. In the context of
news, that could take the form of (un)following diferent news categories/topics. While this approach can be less accurate and prone to
indicating desirable instead of actual preferences, relying on behavioral data only has drawbacks as well [11]. The most important ones
being that online user behavior is heavily determined by the design
choices made, and that it is unable to capture future or aspirational
interests. Moreover, people’s preferences are are highly complex,
contextual, and sometimes internally contradictory [10, 20, 48]. Giving people the (extra) option to indicate their preferences satisfes
therefore multiple goals, beyond assumed accuracy.
Process Users can control RS at the process level either by
adjusting the algorithm parameters/weights [2, 10, 16] and/or by
choosing between diferent types of algorithms [10, 15]. Instead of
the common imperative to build one best-ft algorithm, this form
of user control assumes that certain algorithms are better suited to
certain tasks. A good RS would thus “have a family of algorithms
at its disposal to select from” [34, p.6] so that users can deploy RS
to their own (continuously changing) needs and aspirations.
Output This control mechanism ofers ways to order the recommended items in ways that beft the user and her interest/needs
at each specifc moment [2, 42]. The beneft is that the efects are
immediately noticeable: with one click users have a diferent list
of recommendations. Some post-fltering functionalities are simple
and straightforward, but others can become more visually complex
and ofer advanced ordering options [21, 23]
A known challenge is to “fnding the sweet spot” between ofering “rich user control while ensuring acceptable cognitive load”[23,
p.13]. As observed in other domains, it will only be some tech-savvy
few who might have the patience, capabilities and curiosity to adjust settings, but history has shown that most will not spend much
time tinkering with them. That is the paradox of choice: the more
to choose from, the less we actually seem to do. However, much
depends on how such control mechanisms are designed and aligned
with user expectations [30, 34]. This insight informs our study to
qualitatively explore which control mechanisms are desired by
(future) users and why.

2 RELATED WORK
In the development of RS, most (academic) attention has been given
to improving their technical performance [24, 41]. By now it has
become accepted that the quality of RS go beyond accuracy [25, 34]
and that designers should include metrics like diversity [5], novelty [6], context [1], and serendipity [31]. Successful RS should
furthermore take into consideration factors like transparency and
explainability in order to secure societal value and trust [47]. Integral to this shifting emphasis from “algorithms to experience” [30]
is the central role users should have in (the design of) RS [28, 40]

3 METHODOLOGY
3.1 Research Design: Focus Groups
Following a user-centric approach, we held focus groups with news
readers to understand how they evaluate (diferent) control mechanisms in RS [35]. Although user studies are increasingly used in
RS research, qualitative designs are still limited [11, 33]. With our
qualitative study, we add complexity and nuance to the literature,
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Figure 1: A screenshot of the news website prototype used for our study. The left section contains fxed headlines, while the
right one contains a list-view of personalized recommendations and a serties of related control mechanisms.
and incorporate insightful ideas given by participants [43]. Our
goal is, as a frst step, to foreground distinct opinions and concerns.
Quantitative studies can build forth on this work and measure their
distribution across relevant populations.
While RS may mostly be used solitary, we decided to hold focus
groups to let participants be confronted with diferent positions,
refect about that, and spur as such the discussion. We recruited
participants through the news reader panel of the media organization with whom we collaborate (De Persgroep) and through our
university student panel. There may be self-selection at work: some
participants clearly had afnity with the topic, either in positive
or negative terms. This is, however, not problematic. Following
qualitative research strategies, generalization is not the goal, instead we aim for diversity to make distinct positions most clear
[44]. Participants (N = 21; 4-6 per group) were equally divided in
gender, age ranged from 20 through 65. We conducted the focus
groups in February 2019, participants received a 10 euro gift card.
During the focus groups, we collectively reviewed and interacted with our NRP. We explained and showed on a big screen
the workings of each control mechanism and systematically asked
them about their opinions regarding understandability, ease of use,
usefulness, sense of control, and willingness to use. This means that
the focus groups were conducted in a semi-structured way: each
control mechanism was discussed along the same script, however,
there was enough opportunity for us and the participants to diverge
from it and go deeper or into completely new issues. The questions
asked were simple and straightforward to open a free discussion,
e.g. “do you understand what this mechanism does?”, “does this give
you a sense of control over RS?”, etc. As is common in qualitative
studies, we put efort to let participants explain their positions in
more detail, asked them to refect on those of others, and to avoid
group thinking by confronting them with opposed (hypothetical)
positions when necessary. The focus groups were audio recorded,
anonymously transcribed and inductively analyzed making use of
the qualitative data analysis software Atlas.Ti [7].

Obviously, speaking about control mechanisms is diferent from
actually using them. The fact that we could only showcase the control mechanism with a dummy interface (due to limited resources)
is a drawback of our study, and may impact its external validity.
However, as we will explain hereafter, the NRP did function realistically: each adjustment in the control mechanisms had direct efects
on the recommendations. Moreover, as control mechanisms in RS
are relatively underdeveloped, it is important to consider people
and their opinions, even without actually using them, in order to
better align their development. Future studies can test whether our
fndings replicate when participants use control mechanisms in real
life RS.

3.2

News Recommender Prototype

We developed a NRP using the commercial prototyping service
proto.io. due to its simplicity and ability to render a realistic
image of such control mechanisms. Our NRP (see Figure 1) was
designed to resemble the layout of a typical, modern news website
like the of one of The New York Times [32]. The homepage is divided
into two sections: a traditional editorial ordering of news articles
on the left, and a "recommended for you" section on the right. The
recommendation section consists of a list design and three distinct
control mechanisms. The recommendations list is scrollable and
contains nine items. All contents (articles) are flled with Lorem
ipsum placeholder text because we want participants to focus on the
control mechanisms and not be infuenced by actual news contents.
We will now discuss the design of the recommended items and the
controls mechanisms.
Items Each article is represented by a title and three features
{ns , nd , t }: ns the amount of similar users (by reading history) that
have read it, nd the amount of dissimilar users that have read it, and
t the main topic of the article ∈ {politics, sports, entertainment },
represented by three respective symbols (globe, two table tennis
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Figure 2: The three pop-ups allowing for diferent control
mechanisms: the input at the top left, the process at the bottom and the output at the top right.

bats, cocktail glass). These features should be sufcient to understand how altering the control mechanisms infuences the recommended articles.
Control mechanisms As explained before, our interface provides separate control mechanisms for three diferent phases in the
recommendation process: data input, process and output (see Figure
2). Each has their own button on the screen, and when clicked on,
a specifc pop-up screen emerges which allows the user to adjust
each respective settings. All adjustments have immediate efects,
and result in a new list of recommended articles.
The “Welcome back user” button (see Figure 1) corresponds to
the input control mechanism. When clicked on, this pop-up screen
allows the user to a) examine their summarized reading history in
the form of topic-distribution (in our prototype a reading history of
mostly politics), and b) control their topic preferences by adjusting
the importance of each topic (via sliders and on/of switches).
The “Adjust recommendation settings” button corresponds to
the process, or the algorithmic computation phase. When clicked
on, this pop-up screen allows the user to select a recommendation
algorithm from a list of six options: the frst three correspond to
the popular collaborative-fltering, content-based and random algorithms [10]. The last three, correspond to three distinct types of
recommendation algorithms, which are anthropomorphized as corresponding personae in order to provide an intuitive understanding
of their functioning [15]. The Explorer ofers “news from unexplored
territories”, is inspired by the notion of diversity, helps readers to
expand their horizon, and generates a list of recommended items
ordered by nd (high to low) and reversed-ordered by ns (low to
high). The Diplomat ofers ‘news from the other ideological side”,
is inspired by the notion of intellectual diplomacy, helps people
to understand their ideological counterparts, and generates a list
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Figure 3: Examples of rankings of article (represented as
triplets {ns , nd , t }) using fve diferent recommender algorithms as provided by our prototype. Arrows and bold lines
identify the main features for each algorithm. For this example, similar to the prototype, we assume that the user’s
reading history is focused on politics.

of recommendations such that the 2i t h items are ordered by ns
(high to low), while the (2i + 1)t h items ordered by nd (high to low),
where i ∈ W. The Wizard ofers “surprising news”, inspired by the
notion of serendipity, generates a random order of items.
The “Filter recommended articles” button corresponds to the
output phase. When clicked on, this pop-up screen allows the
user to re-order the already established list of recommendations.
Sliders allow the user to adjust the importance of each topic, or by
similar/dissimilar users. Figure 3 presents examples of rankings for
the aforementioned algorithms (excluding random) similar to the
ones used in the NRP.

4 RESULTS
4.1 Recommender Systems: curse and blessing
The emergence of RS in the news domain is seen as an interesting and useful development by our participants. However, flter
bubble and personal data abuse concerns, aggravated by the Facebook/Cambridge Analytica scandals, taint their ideas about these
technologies. Although these concerns were not the topic of our
focus groups, it was hard to keep these out of the discussions.
Interestingly, our own eforts to explore ways for people to exercise more control over recommender systems were sometimes met
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with suspicion and distrust. Talking about this project, one participant said that “even if these [control mechanisms] are implemented,
it would only give you an illusion of transparency and control, like,
‘hey, look at what you’re reading and what infuence you have!’. But
behind it, there is a business model which is all about gathering as
much personal data as possible, connecting them with advertisers
and making more money”(R1, FG2). Most participants were less
critical and argued that “it all matters how it is being used, it is a
curse and blessing” (R2, FG2), and “if it is a good company, then
they would want to help their customers, otherwise they will walk
away and go to another” (R3, FG2). This observation shows how
trust in RS relates not only to the technical system itself, but that it
operates in a societal context: public debates and the image of the
company are important factors as well.
A second general observation relates to the perceived usefulness
of having RS in the news context at all. Filter bubble fears, or
feelings of going to miss out on important or interesting news due
to personalization, were very present: “that’s a bit my fear yeah,
that I will miss something. I am open for something completely
outside of my ordinary reading orbit, but what could interest me
nevertheless” (R1, FG4). Other people also questioned whether
algorithmic curation does any good to us, actively thinking human
beings, “I wonder whether this does not make us lazy, that you
have someone else flter for you” (R3, FG1). More specifcally, some
respondents wondered whether they would actually use enhanced
control mechanisms: “I wouldn’t make such an efort to change all
such settings, since a news app, or a website, is already structured
and organized with headings, columns and sections that I don’t
mind scrolling down to see what I fnd interesting, without it being
suggested to me” (R4, FG2).
The value of RS to select relevant items from an abundance of
content was often brought up: we were frequently asked whether
the NRP is for one specifc news outlet only, or for more outlets
combined (e.g. a news aggregator). When asked about their willingness to use control mechanisms in news recommenders they
explicitly stated that “it all depends on the quantity of content that
I can retrieve, if the quantity is very big, and if it can help me make
better selections, then I would” (R1, FG4).
However, people’s willingness to use control mechanisms also
has to do with how they are designed and where they are featured
on a website/app. As this respondent emphasized: “yes, I would
like to use those [mechanisms], I fnd it handy, but how often do I
want to use those? If it is not often presented in your face, would
you then tinker with those? I don’t think so. So the art is: how
to confront users in a non-annoying way with the possibilities of
what they can do by changing their recommender settings?” (R1,
FG4). A fellow respondent confrmed: “if you can directly click on
stuf, then I would use it, but if I have to open a menu every time,
then it is one click too far” (R5, FG4). A solution is ofered: “if your
‘recommended for you’ box is also the cockpit for your settings,
then people would use it” (R1, FG4).
These quotes all show the well-known difculties RS designers
face: they have to design control mechanisms in such a way that
they will be easy to use, have clear advantages for the user, and
should be smartly brought under their attention. Otherwise, they
will not be used, just as privacy statements are rarely consulted.
In order to shed more light on these difcult issues, the following

section goes deeper into the three distinct phases where users can
be ofered enhanced control mechanisms.

4.2

Input control mechanisms

Most input of RS is basically people’s online reading history, but
that overview is hardly shown to users. Sometimes they can indicate
their preferences, but whether and how these are actually included
as input for the recommender system is generally unclear. In our
NRP we showed people’s user profle (aggregated reading history
across three broad categories) and provided sliders for people to
indicate their preferences. At frst sight, people found this an easy
way to exercise control, the sliders are quite straightforward, most
said, although some people would fnd it “more clear if there would
be percentages connected” (R3, FG1); if “there would be indicators
above it, like in a questionnaire, from completely of to completely
on” (R2, FG3); or if we would choose instead for “a pie chart, so you
can better see how the whole is divided” (R1, FG2).
However, when talking longer about this control mechanism,
more questions arose. Respondents asked about how RS operators
create the user profle: “do they track me as well when I am not
registered” (R4, FG1), and “is that based on my reading history, or
also on other data?” (R3, FG3). Another participant confrms: “are
they using data from Facebook, Twitter and all that gang? I would
like to know, it would surprise me after all. So it would be good
if they are clear about this” (R2, FG3). Data collection concerns
are very present, and people express a desire and need for clear
explanations about how their personal data is collected and used.
Obtaining an intelligible overview of one’s reading history is
much appreciated by people. For example, to learn more about
oneself: “because I don’t really know what I click on, how the
distributions between categories are, if there’s a bias in what I am
reading. I would like to see that” (R2, FG4). But also “to help yourself
not to get lost in gossip and entertainment” (R3, FG1). Another
participant argued, “I fnd it refreshing actually, to see how they see
me. I mean, you get something back of what you did. You give in fact
information to the news provider, so it’s nice to get it back, it’s your
information after all”(R1, FG4). Ekstrand and Willemsen highlight
the importance of reciprocity in user-technological system relations
[11], which is clearly emphasized by our participants. Moreover,
creating a useful dashboard for users with their reading history is
an excellent pro-active example of how to meet the new European
General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) requirements regarding
the right to receive information [12].
Such a dashboard is not just informative, participants emphasized how they can use this information (with aligning control
mechanisms) to improve themselves, to realize longer term goals.
As this participant said: “what I like about it is that you see your
manifest behavior, but next to it, you have your ambitions, ‘I should
read more about art’, well now you can express that, and change
the settings, I really like that” (R1, FG4). Another participant agreed
and added: “I would like to see how I change over time, like every
three months, to see, ’oh hey I moved that way, my interests have
shifted, or I am very stuck in this bubble, perhaps I should actively
do something, such sliders are a great way to do so then” (R2, FG4).
These comments show that designing RS for self-actualization [29]
is not just a nice thought, but much appreciated by people. These
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4.3

fndings corroborate with other eforts to connect explanations of
user profles with the epistemic goals of users [46]
Questions were also raised about the relationship between the
user profle and the sliders indicating current preferences: “what is
not clear to me, is what it means if you move them [sliders], would
you say that you can infuence your history with these sliders?”
(R2, FG3). Or another: “so this is one’s reading history, and “politics”
is very high, but what happens when I put that “politics” slider all
the way down, will it still remember that I read a lot of politics?”
(R2, FG2). Indeed, a fellow focus group participant added, “I would
expect that the sliders are how you want it from now on. I would fnd
it very weird if your reading history is still taken along, that they
are implicitly still connected” (R1, FG3). The relationship between
the user profle and control mechanisms is essential, but that was in
our NRP not that clear. Some of the participants therefore suggested
to have people’s user profle and preference integrated: “for me
it would be most clear if the sliders start with how it is up there
[reading history], and that you can adjust it from there, now I
want more or less of this” (R3, FG2). The direct efects of adjusting
preferences on the recommendations is in that way indeed much
more clear. Otherwise, there is more need for explanations.
The problem of content categorization was an additional prominent issue. For this prototype we used three broad news categories
(politics, sports and entertainment) for exemplary purposes only,
but that aroused controversy and debate. Obviously, people found
those three too limited, “these are really too crude, too general” (R1,
FG3), and expressed their need for more “specifc categories, the
more specifc it gets, the more useful it will be for me” (R2, FG3). But
as another respondent argued, “the number of categories should be
limited, otherwise you say, ‘oh, too many sliders, never mind!’. It is
the art to fnd the right balance” (R1, FG4). Indeed, it is a recurrent
problem in User Experience (UX) design to fnd the right balance
between more categories and ease of navigation.
Interestingly, people argued that they should have control over
the categories they wish to deploy in their interface, “I would like
this thing to be more personalized actually. I don’t know much
about arts and culture, so that would be a good container category
for me, but with science and technology I would like to specify
more. I think this is really personal” (R2, FG4). At the same time,
the whole process of constructing one’s own interest list before
starting was not appreciated by everyone, “too much hassle” (R1,
FG1). Suggestions were made instead to “exclude certain categories,
to flter them away” (R4, FG2), or to select categories post-hoc:
“after reading an article that you liked, for example, that you can
indicate, this topic I fnd interesting, and I would like to get more
of that” (R3, FG3). Categorization is never easy, and always runs
into troubles, or so it seems.
To conclude, showing and adjusting one’s preferences to get
diferent recommendations is generally seen as an important way
to control RS. It ofers ways to make better use of the extraction
powers of RS, and when coupled with a cogent and clear user profle,
these control mechanism can be deployed for specifc information
needs and to realize longer term goals.

Process control mechanisms

When evaluating possibilities to control the recommendation process by choosing from diferent pre-confgured types of algorithms
participants reacted rather enthusiastically:“ohhhh, but this is really
fun” (R3, FG2), “one-click only, so this is much easier” (R2, FG1),
and “do I understand it well that the results directly change when
you click on it? What a nice way to exercise infuence over a big
bunch of articles” (R1, FG3). The idea that one can deploy diferent
recommender algorithms is seen as novel and exciting, yet easy to
grasp and relate to. Here are some exemplary reactions: “haha, yeah,
comfortably in your own bubble” (R4, FG2)(about collaborative fltering); “I fnd it really interesting that I won’t end up with tunnel
vision, but have options to fnd articles written from diferent points
of view” (R2, FG1)(about recommender personae); “I would found it
a wonderful surprise if that Wizard would suddenly come with an
excellent review of an interesting political movie, simply because I
am interested in politics” (R4, FG3). Participants quickly developed
(high) expectations about what this control feature can do.
But while people found this control mechanism “easy... simply
because you press on one button, and don’t need to tweak multiple settings”, others found them “less transparent” (R2, FG1) as
well. The functioning of the diferent algorithms gave rise to many
questions. About collaborative fltering, participants questioned
what “similar readers are, are that people who search for the same
contents? Or are those people with the same income, education,
sex, neighbourhood? On the basis of what data are we similar? ”
(R3, FG3). Or about the personae: “I understand what it is says,
but at the same time there’s much that I can’t see. How are things
computed? I mean I have no idea what it sees as my ‘horizon’ or
beyond?” (R1, FG1). And: “this is really nice, but what is that, the
diplomat? Opposing perspectives, but how do they know what my
political leaning is?” (R2, FG3). Or: “emotionally, I keep having the
feeling that someone else decided for me what I am seeing. As if I
am not in control. They decide for me what is ‘broad’ news” (R2,
FG1). Participants argued that these constructs need to be very well
yet cogently explained.
The contrast between the frst three descriptive and the three
anthropomorphised algorithms spurred divergent opinions. Some
participants “really liked the intuitive, the human like [personae],
they are more inviting than those technical ones” (R3, FG3), and said
that “their names are very catchy, have something open minded,
they don’t give me the feeling of being put in a box, but as a broadly
interested citizens instead, it has something cool” (R2, FG1). They
found the personae “nicely imagined, very inviting, I would use
those” (R4, FG3) and “much more interesting, they are really challenging me” (R1, FG4). Others said the complete opposite: “I really
don’t need that anthropormorphism, I understand what content
based means, with the diplomat or wizard, I need more explanation”
(R2, FG3).
These divergent opinions about antropomorphized algorithms
translate into diferent evaluations of this control mechanism. Some
fnd “especially the personae vague, because I understand the technology behind the other ones, but when it says ‘surprises’ or ‘gradually expand your horizon’, then I am not sure what happens” (R2,
FG2). For others it “is the complete opposite, I will be honest, I am
not good with computers, so the [personae] are much more clear:
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‘surprise me, so the Wizard’, or (R5, FG4). These opinions do not
merely rely on technical literacy skills, this participant describes
himself as a “technician, I understand what it does, it is more clear,
but I fnd these [personae] much more interesting, they challenge
me: ‘expand my horizon’, yes Explorer, something completely different, then ‘Wizard”’.
While the personae are generally valued for taking people out
of their flter bubble or ordinary reading habits, the value of collaborative fltering is much more disputed. While some joke about it,
“haha, people like me, yeah, I need to have that‘ (R3, FG2), other
people found it “annoying to read what similar people are reading”
(R3, FG4) or expressed their concern about this functionality: “don’t
you think this could be dangerous? If people can actively select
news only from their own circles, then I think that it could really
dangerous, it would only enhance ’us-them’ thinking and polarization”(R4, FG2). But that position got challenged as well: “I compare
it with how it is now, at least [now] you choose to enter a flter
bubble, instead of unwittingly being pushed in” (R5, FG2).
Despite these diferences, participants argued that they would
not be using these control mechanisms all the time: “I won’t be using
it all days of the week, that’s really something for when you go sit
down to read the news” (R1, FG2). Indeed, another adds, “I would
use this on a Saturday afternoon, not on weekdays” (R1, FG1). But
UX design is important as well: “same here, would I use it? Yes. But
I would use it more often if I would be smartly reminded” (R1, FG4).
While not seen as becoming part of people’s daily news routine,
participants valued these control mechanism for doing something
diferent: to explore beyond one’s ordinary reading, to get out of
one’s flter bubble, to grow and to learn more about other topics
and perspectives. Perhaps more a tool for self-actualization goals
than for everyday use, choosing between diferent recommender
algorithms is for our participants a powerful and fun way to control
RS.

choices” (R1, FG4). Indeed, another participant confrms: “sometimes I just wanna read about politics, so than this would be a handy
tool” (R3, FG3). But that would then only work, as mentioned before, “with enough items in the list, otherwise it has little efect”
(R2, FG4). In conclusion, the option to flter the output is seen as a
welcome tool, but not sufcient to give people (a sense of) control
over the RS.

5

DISCUSSION

The focus groups highlighted a strong desire for having more control over RS. Recent public discussions about the rise and power of
algorithms and Big Data, often sensationalized by media, have left
their marks on ordinary people. Participants frequently expressed
distrust about the ‘real’ objectives behind RS, and about how their
data is being (ab)used. Obtaining more control over RS is not only
appreciated by our participants who regard this an important strategy to mitigate aforementioned concerns, but is currently expected
by policy makers and data protection regulations (like the GDPR)
alike. RS scholars and designers would do well to acknowledge
such concerns and discuss how these can be translated into more
responsible RS designs.
A frst solution to address concerns related to intrusive data
collection by companies deploying RS is inspired by the normative
concept of reciprocity [11]. Giving something of that pervasive
information extraction back to users, is a logical and important
step in the restructuring of the digital economy towards a more fair
market and society [39]. Our participants agree, and highly desire
obtaining the information that is collected of them. Dashboards with
meaningful information are a great way to satisfy that desire, and
to pro-actively comply with current data protection regulations
regarding the right to receive information [12]. We can include
current attempts by Spotify (a yearly overview of what users have
(not) been listening to), Apple (“Time in front of the screen”), and
Instagram (“Time on IG”) in the same line of making users more
aware of their digital activities.
Besides these privacy and data abuse concerns, participants in
our study emphasized the alleged loss of human agency due to RS.
By pre-selecting what people supposedly like (to read), RS would
diminish their own critical thinking and creativity. Self-refexive
questions such as ‘what do I want to read?’, ‘What are my preferences?’ and ‘how should I read the news’ are, according to our
participants, easily sidestepped by using RS. These ideas resonate
with academic concerns that people tend to unrefexively obey
RS with the consequence of them undermining human creativity
[22, 29]. Thinking about activating people and supporting their
autonomy and creativity [8], instead of simply suggesting items
with the highest success rates, may therefore be crucial when designing (and communicating) responsible , if only to align it better
with people’s ideas of how to maintain and/or integrate human
creativity with the potentials of digital technologies.
The several user control mechanism we discussed in this study
are particularly appreciated when they can be deployed to develop
and achieve longer term goals. Obtaining more control over RS is,
according to our participants, thus not only a goal in itself, but also
a means towards a certain end. Whatever that end is, can be left to
the user, but media organizations (or other content providers) could

4.4 Output control mechanisms
The last control mechanism we discussed, fltering the recommended items, was the least popular. Confusion frstly arose as
to “what exactly the diference was between this and the dashboard
above [user profle or frst control mechanism]?” (R3, FG1). Participants found this “quite confusing”, it often took some time for them
to realize that “with the frst you set your preferences, and still can
get mixed recommendations, here you can say much harder, I just
want entertainment” (R1, FG2). Some suggested to “not use sliders
[as in input], but to have a drop-down menu ‘Order by’ to put them
in diferent order” (R2, FG3), which makes good sense.
When asked about having feelings of being in control over the
recommendations given, most participants reacted negatively about
the output control mechanism: “well, you don’t really have control right? Per defnition. Just over the ranking” (R4, FG2). Some
emphasized how they “would prefer to have control over the algorithms” (R1, FG2), and found this control mechanism “superfuous,
one would be enough” (R4, FG2). But others found “it really useful,
despite not having control over the recommendations, it’s more
of an extra service” (R2, FG3). They emphasized how this “quickly
helps you adjust the ordering, rendering visible what you are really
interested in at that moment. I would use it to be able to make faster
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also step in here and align such ends with their own professional
missions or societal objectives [46]. The important point is that RS
can help defning and realizing normative goals. Knijnenburg et al.
have made a good start with thinking about such “Recommender
Systems for Self-Actualization (RSSA)” and the diferent optimization strategies they should embody [29]. Interestingly, many of their
suggestions to design RS diferently have come up in our study as
well, which confrms that these are not just theoretical solutions,
but have real empirical grounding in peoples concerns, needs and
wishes.
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as a design principle for recommender systems. Information, Communication
Society 21, 2 (2018), 191–207.
[20] Anthony Jameson, Martijn C Willemsen, Alexander Felfernig, Marco de Gemmis,
Pasquale Lops, Giovanni Semeraro, and Li Chen. 2015. Human decision making
and recommender systems. In Recommender Systems Handbook. Springer, 611–
648.
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6 CONCLUSIONS
RS are pervasive in contemporary societies, but they are not uncontroversial due to flter bubble concerns, and a lack of transparency,
diversity, and user control. In this paper, we align with the normative turn in computer science which scrutinizes the ethical and
societal implications of RS. We focus and elaborate on the concept
of user control because that mitigates all those concerns at once:
it empowers users to deploy RS more to their needs and interests,
increases trust and satisfaction, requires RS to be more transparent
and explainable, and lessens algorithmically induced blind spots.
Taking the news as our domain, we conducted four focus groups,
or moderated think-aloud sessions, with Dutch news readers (N =
21) to systematically study how people evaluate diferent control
mechanisms (at the input, algorithm, and output phase) in a NRP.
While these mechanisms are sometimes met with distrust about
the actual control they ofer, we found that an intelligible user profle (including reading history and fexible preferences settings),
coupled with possibilities to choose the recommendation algorithms is extremely valued, especially when these control mechanisms can be operated in relation to achieving personal goals.
Post-recommendation fltering is only seen as nice extra option,
but not sufcient to make users feel that they have control over RS.
This paper contributes to a richer understanding of why and how
to design for user control in RS. We do so by showing the diversity
and complexity of users’ concerns, motivations and aspirations.
Quantitative studies can build forth on our work and measure how
these views are distributed between diferent societal groups, and
in diferent contexts. We hope to have shown that thinking about
user control is important in the development of responsible RS.
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